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1: Free Online and Download Lessons
die RaumfÃ¤hre - the space shuttle / Image by NASA via Pixabay. Six weeks ago I was looking for someone who didn't
speak any German and hasn't taken any classes so far to prove the concept of Smarter German, which claims to teach
German in just 30 days to English speaking learners.

How much German can you learn in 30 days while learning 5 other languages? Did I stick to my schedule?
Did I still learn something? Half the battle is showing up when you can as much as you can. In 30 days, I
learned the top words in German using Memrise. Take a look at all those pretty check marks. Any good
language learner worth their weight in language books knows that Memrise is by far the best gamified system
for learning vocabulary. Why not get a head start? That was my idea behind learning the most common words
in German. According to language learner, Oli at 4 Steps to Fluency: It seems obvious to me that if you want
to call yourself fluent or close to it, you need to have a good command of at least words and at best If you
want to dive into technical research performed by Brigham Young University, have at it. What were my
results after 30 days of using Memrise to learn German? That goes to show how inconsistent I was in using
Memrise. I can admit over the course of 30 days I used Memrise maybe 10 to 12 of those days. Even typing
that feels generous. If I practiced for 10 minutes a day for 10 to 12 days, that only adds up to a maximum of 2
hours over 30 days focusing on vocabulary. Here are the screenshots of my review sessions on Memrise: Why
do I say that? I say that because my practice was so sporadic and inconsistent that these words had to be in my
long-term memory for me to recall them. How effective is Memrise for learning German? Well, that depends
on what you mean by effective. Did Memrise help me to learn some common words in German? To test this
theory I visited Die Zeit , a leading German newspaper, and read one of their current articles. I highlighted the
words and phrases I can understand based on my Memrise practice: These words normally include I, me, you,
the, it, in, with, for, also, etc. Something is better than nothing. We all start somewhere. Has it improved my
speaking or listening ability? Over the course of 30 days, I flooded myself with Italian, Spanish, and
Portuguese audio. To judge how Memrise affected my listening comprehension would be naive. Recognizing
and knowing a word are two different things. In 30 days, I completed Chapters on Mango Languages. What
more can language learners ask for? I decided to work with Mango Languages because I believe the best way
to learn a language is to break the speaking barrier as soon as possible. To do so, I turned to Mango. What
were my results after 30 days of using Mango Languages to learn German? Mango says I now am able to:
Make small talk with strangers Greet people.
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2: How to Learn German in 30 Days
I have taught German long enough to know that in 30 days you can learn various phrases and questions and
understand simple responses, enough that as a tourist you can ask for help and understand the replies.

This is a free email course but please note that the main purpose of this email course is not to provide you with
lessons but to show you great learning techniques 7 rules and a special method rule No 7 that will help you to
learn to speak German fluently very quickly in months instead of years. So in order to get the most out of my
email course, you need to read every bit of my emails and click every link which will lead you to more tips
and sample lessons. Basic Online Audio Lessons Have fun with my basic online lessons on this website. Read
the instructions and then click the play button. Check out the drop down boxes for more lessons. You will
learn the foreign language very naturally and you will learn to think in German step by step. I created a lot of
lessons and stories that will help you to get fluent very fast in months instead of years. If you want to learn
more read on: How do I learn German as a beginner or as an advanced student? The answer is easy, with a
method called TPRS. This method helps beginners but also advanced students. They use the same method but
they focus on different things. If you are a beginner you should focus at first on: You will learn these things
automatically and with fun if you read and listen to the sample lessons that you will receive with my email
course. Repeat all lessons many times. Repetition is the key to save new information in your long term
memory. Intermediate and advanced students: You already have a basic understanding of the German
language. Now it is time to enable your brain to think in German. Being able to think in German is what you
need if you want to speak German fluently. Sign up to my email course and focus in every lesson and audio
story on the question and answer part. Your progress will be huge. If you have been learning a second
language for some time, then you already know that learning can be very boring and exhausting and grammar
is always the most boring part. And I bet you have heard that German grammar can be a little tricky and that
German is not the easiest language to learn. Well, have you ever learned something very quickly in your life?
Actually this is the answer to the question: How do I learn German fast? How is it possible to learn German
easily and effortlessly? The answer is very simple: You have to have fun! But let me explain this method a
little: As the name suggests, there is always a story involved. This sounds very trivial, right? But think about it
for just one second. Maybe you already know that when you listen to something many times, you can
remember it more easily. If you get a funny or interesting story, you would probably have no problem to
repeat it more than one time repetition is very important. With every repetition you will deepen what you have
learned. You will get to know many new words because you always get the English translation as well. But
this is not all. You also need to know how to pronounce the German words. You will hear a native speaker tell
the story and ask the questions. Now you are able to learn new words and the correct pronunciation. I will ask
questions about the story but in a very special way. If you have listened to the story, you learned all necessary
German words to answer the questions. Actually the questions are created in a way that you just need to
change the word order of the question a little to answer it correctly. And the most important thing is that you
are actively involved. By answering questions your brain is active and will absorb the information just like
that. It is the most effective way to learn new things. If you just repeat sentences like in many language
courses your brain is passive and will soon forget all new words. What shall I tell you more? I think the best
way for you is to try it. After all, my German lessons on this website are free and if you sign up to my email
course I will teach you the TPRS method in detail. There are 7 rules and if you follow these rules and use my
storytelling method you will speak German fluently in a very short time.
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In Ed Dale's case the aim was to make $ on-line by the end of 30 Days, but German language teacher and translator
Angelika Davey took a different tack last year when she challenged us to learn German in just 30 Days, with her help.

Whenever you browse for language courses on the Internet you will find grandiose claims of learning a
language in 1, 2, 7, 10, 30, or 90 days. Is there some truth behind that? Can you really learn a language that
fast or do most advertisers just sell snake oil? What does it mean to learn a language? Here we present five
possible definitions of what it means to learn a language â€” of course you are free to break it further down. I
bought a language book or listened to a radio or TV program and picked up some words. I have learned many
more words and am able to understand pretty much all the TV shows on general topics and can actively
participate in most conversations. I have learned many, many, many, many more words and am able to read
about pretty much any topic and am able to entertain a reasonable and fluent conversation even about
philosophy, science or any other subject. I realize however, that there are still occasionally some words or
sentence structures which I do not fully understand and I have to look them up or ask a native person. What
are the limits of your brain? Your brain can learn and remember only so much at the time. Learning a language
is a rather huge task. In fact, all that is likely to remain, is the unpleasant memory of stressing and overloading
your brain and the realization that you will never want to do such a thing again. Thus the words must come
from your reliable long term memory. Scientific studies have shown that the transfer from short term to long
term memory takes between 30 to 60 days depending on the relative importance of the memory trace. And
even if you manage to bring your words from short term to long term memory you will still have to make sure
that you repeat them regularly because although the long term memory is much more resilient against
forgetting hence the name â€” forgetting occurs nevertheless if not periodically refreshed. How do you count 2
days and what can you reasonably do in 2 days? The obvious understanding is that by saying 2 days you mean
for example today and tomorrow. And consequently when you say 10 days you mean from to today on, the
next 10 days. Obviously you cannot learn 24 hours a day thus the time when you can actively learn new things
is limited by your need for sleep. Most people experience a strong fatigue after learning new things rather
quickly. You have to give yourself a rest for maybe half an hour or an hour until you can continue again.
Optimistically you will be able to make intensive learning sessions of 1 hour a day which results in about
hours in 2 days or hours in 10 days. In 10 such intensive hours you will be able to learn the basic grammatical
structures of a language nothing fancy and maybe about words. In 50 hours you will be able to get an
overview over most of the grammar excluding special cases and learn maybe about words. Notice that this
oversimplified back-of-the-envelope calculation assumes that you will not be doing anything else but learning
intensively with intermittent breaks for your brain. If you try to do anything else demanding, any serious brain
activity other than your learning, you will flush your short term memory and destroy your previous learning
efforts. However there is a big catch: Learning things intensively like that does not impress the brain very
much. As soon as you drop the learning you will forget pretty much everything again unless you repeat what
you have learned regularly. Only because you have it in your short term memory does not mean you are able
to apply what you have learned. If you space those 48 hours of two days such that you learn every day about
15 minutes, you will achieve the same thing as learning 10 days intensively. With one drastic difference: Why
would you want to learn a language in n days? Before you read any further you maybe want to consider the
question why you want to learn a language at all. Obviously learning a language to a certain degree requires
quite a commitment and certainly a rather large number of hours of intensive learning investment. Whatever
your reasons are for learning a language make sure that those reasons are more important than what you have
to pay for it in terms of hours and effort. If you are still reading, you have probably made the conscious
decision that it is worth it. Maybe because of your boy- or girlfriend maybe because of your work or family or
other important circumstances. Of course it would be really fantastic to invest say 30 days and then be done
with it and move on to the next great endeavor. Your brain learns only in one possible way. The more you are
exposed to the information you want to learn the better the brain remembers it. It should take as little time as
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possible. Because spaced repetition is scientifically proven to be the most time efficient way to learn and
retain any kind of information, in particular languages and the many words you have to learn to reach
proficiency. Spaced repetition, such as our product Flashcard Learner, guarantees you that you spend the least
possible time learning and repeating and reaping the maximum benefit from it. You can try it out for free here.
This would not be a smart investment of your time and efforts. By using spaced repetition you will be able to
spend as little as possible on learning or conversely to learn much more in the same time as with any other
learning method. What is your goal? As you have seen so far learning a language is a relative term. Depending
on the goal you set you will have to invest a different amount of time to reach it. Here are some possible goals
and some realistic, conservative estimates how long it will take to learn a language up to a certain level: Get an
idea of a language and its grammatical structure: Follow and understand TV and radio about words: Being
fluent so that you are able to talk about what you just have heard on TV or radio about words and about
sentences: These are estimates which are still low in comparison to what an ordinary school curriculum
estimates about hours for level 3, that is, intermediate language skills. Good students might even achieve level
4 within this time, but only by taking additional classes and working much outside school on their own.
However we are assuming that when you decide to learn a language on your own then your motivation is
much higher than that of a typical high school student. On the other hand, since you possibly have a job,
family or other obligations, your time is also much more limited than that of the high schools students who are
obliged to attend school. By using spaced repetitions you will be able to learn the first words in about hours to
long term memory spaced over about months. Our data suggests that this is true for any language. The first
words of a language are generally more difficult to learn than the next because your brain will first have to
create a feeling for the words and the language. Also the first words contain most of the basic and root words,
which are then later found in compound words. While the meaning of such compound words still has to be
learned, it is much easier to retain, because your brain knows already all the components. For example, if you
were an English learner, you might have learned the words: Or for example if you learn the word to estimate,
and the words under and over, then adding the words to overestimate or to underestimate is fairly easy. Thus,
in our experience, learning another words after the first words will be in the range of only hours, nearly half
the time needed for the first These are estimates, which we have seen by people using our software. There are
several factors which can lower the above figures significantly: For example, it strongly depends which
language you want to learn. Depending on the similarity to your own language it will take you more or less
time to correctly remember the words and move them to your long term memory. Also it depends how
difficult the language is in absolute terms: The time needed to learn another language also depends on your
previous experience in acquiring a new language. Please note that these numbers are averages based on the
feedback we have received from active users of Flashcard Learner and cannot be a guarantee that the times are
accurate for any language and any particular individual. How many hours should you put in? The number of
hours invested into learning a language entirely depends on your goal. If you are fine having simple
conversations only, then 50 to 60 hours are definitely reasonable. If you are shooting for near native
conversational, reading and writing skills be prepared, however, to invest a large number of hours into your
learning. It will take at least several hundred if not thousands of hours to achieve this level of skill. No matter
what any language course will make you want to believe, learning a language requires a huge effort, and
before you even start you should have good reasons to do so. So can you learn now a language in put your
number here days or months? Also it depends how you count the number of days: So 10 full days of learning
will indeed bring you at least to goal 3 if not 4 on the above list.
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4: learn german in 30 days - Search and Download
How I Learned German in 30 Days. This post is my summary of an experiment I started in January Learn German in 30
days. Before starting, I feel obliged to list a few disclaimers.

Avoid the "Learn German Blunder" 6: This way you get the proper pronunciation as you learn German. Be
careful it is not an English speaker who, as an adult, has learnt the language, because they will often not have a
pitch-perfect accent. A native speaker is the one to listen to. Avoid the "Learning German Blooper" 7: Do not
say, "I cannot do it You have learnt English so you can learn another language. If you suffer from this
syndrome, you should say to yourself ten times before each learning session "I can learn German! If you are
not pleasantly surprised how quickly you can superlearn German, you can get your money back! We call it
excelearning German My wife, two children and myself have truly found it a great help, and it has worked for
us much more so than the many other products we have tried. Most enjoyable were the cartoon system and
word associations. Everything was quite clear, unlike several other products we had tried, but had failed for us.
Learn German words and phrases fast? Ideal for the traveller - whether for business or pleasure The Words a
Day system steps ahead of the rest for more rapid and more effective German learning, giving you all the most
important German words and phrases. Indeed, on our rapid mode you can even have fifty to a German words
an hour being taught to you, which is ideal for previewing, revising and summarising as you learn German
with these innovative CD-Roms. It was amazing to see how much and how quickly our children actually
remembered the words taught! It never occurred to them that they were learning. And, of course we know
learning is easier for young brains, however both my wife and myself found the system remarkably funny and
hence, not a chore to-do. The children really enjoyed the tests at the end of the sections. Sincerely, Paul
Arshad, Lourquen. Language experts say that: You therefore can see what an effective German language
learning tool you will have in your hands. Learn German Words a Day! Course One includes all the most
common German words. With the 2, most important German words one will have a high degree of operational
German fluency. Course 2 is a further 1, German words. What else is great about these learn Greman language
courses that make them ideal for anyone wanting to learn German? They are modern and new, they are
innovative,. Just relax and open up your sense of humor! Every German word in each lesson gets a
multi-modal make-over, with features including: You can even have family competitions with one another, to
see who learns German words fastest! The CD-Rom includes these and prompts you to revise and re-test
yourself a day after you complete any lesson, then again at the scientifically researched Optimum Revision
Times. It is easy and convenient. There are over 1, words in every German course. We aim to process all
orders same day. Just click below NOW! Cartoon pictures for every single word! Test your German
vocabulary at any time as you learn German. Your German Learning Rate measured in words-per-day is
measured constantly. Blitz and obliterate your Worst Words! They are constantly assessed. Never forget a
gender when you learn Gender. Native German speakers give you perfect German pronunciation to help you
learn German. Bookmark any word to put into your own special lesson. Easy and fun for six users - each has
their own private notes and passwords. Fun for the whole household. Lots of most important common German
phrases. Kinesthetic learning styles, Audio learning styles, Visual learning styles. Superlearning Music gets
your brainwaves effortlessly to the optimum learning state. Extensive German Grammar notes throughout.
Build your own hand-picked German lessons too! Easy on-screen help with a right click.
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5: Learn German Online for Free at www.enganchecubano.com
This feature is not available right now. Please try again later.

This post contains affiliate links. Yes, German vocabulary is gendered. Yes, there are some really long words
to learn. Find Your Big Why for Learning German Even before you think about which materials to study, or
your method for learning German, you need to take a step back and understand your underlying reason for
wanting to speak German. This is your Big Why. Here are some reasons for learning German that could be
your Big Why: There are many ways to plunge yourself headfirst into German wherever you live. Here are a
few of my top ways to bring Germany to your hometown: Make Your Computer Multilingual. Why not turn
your computer into a German-only system? Find the German Speakers in Your City. Believe it or not, there
are many communities of German speakers around the world. You may be near one and not even realize it!
Watch German Television and Movies. Force yourself to focus by watching without subtitles. Not sure
whether this approach is for you? Here are a few of my favourite language hacks that can help you learn
German fast: SRS is a great method for memorizing vocabulary and phrases. It is probably the most effective
hack you can use to pick up new vocabulary. Mnemonics help you create associations to easily recall German
words. The key to mnemonics? Focus Your Study with the Pomodoro Technique. This technique allows you
to break up your study sessions into smaller chunks of time resulting in better focus and a more effective
learning experience. When my friend Anthony Lauder introduced me to conversational connectors a few years
ago, they blew my mind. The hotel room is good. How is your hotel room? This is exactly the same answer
with conversational connectors added in. Conversational connectors are extremely helpful because you can
use them in a variety of situations such as agreeing with someone, sharing your opinion, or changing the
subject. This speak from day one approach is the fastest and most efficient way to learn German â€” especially
if you speak with native German speakers. How can you find native speakers to practice with? No matter
where you live you can still find people, either online or offline, to speak with in German. I connect with
German speakers by: The prices are reasonable especially compared to private, face-to-face lessons and you
can meet in the comfort of your own home. Meeting Up With German Learners. Installing the HelloTalk App
on my smartphone. This handy language-learning app helps you connect with other language learners around
the world and is a great place to practise speaking German. You may also like to join my Speak in a Week
crash course to give yourself a huge boost in confidence at speaking German after just seven days. Focus on
the Easy Parts of German Lots of people think German is a really difficult language to learn. In fact, German
has a lot of things going for it that make it considerably easier than many other languages. When learning
German, the trick is to focus on those parts of German that are easy to pick up. Alongside that, you can find
hacks to help you get around the parts that are perceived as more difficult. German is an easy language to learn
because it has: No tones, as there are in Chinese or Thai No liaisons between words, as there are in French
Many of the same letters as English, unlike Japanese or Korean No postposition or preposition suffixes, like in
Hungarian or Turkish No strings of difficult-to-pronounce consonants like in Czech. Plus, German is a
phonetic language. This means that with very few exceptions you know exactly how to pronounce a word
when you see it spelled. Likewise, when you hear a word you can almost always write it out. English, by
contrast, has all sorts of funky issues with pronunciation. On top of that, many parts of German grammar are
the same as English since they are both part of the Germanic family of languages. Older Anglo-Saxon texts are
particularly close to the German language. Even more recent classics, such as Shakespeare, are closer to the
German roots of English. There are many more ways that German is actually really easy, so be sure to check
out my guide Why German is Easy where I explore this in a lot more detail. Just remember these important
steps: Find your Big Why for learning German Immerse yourself in the German language by creating a
Mini-Germany in your home Make smart use of language hacks Use conversational connectors to sound fluent
and buy yourself time Speak from day one â€” especially with native speakers Realise that German is much
easier than you think Conversational fluency in German is just around the corner! And now you have the tools
to help you make the most of your German studies. Benny believes the best approach to language learning is
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to speak from day one.
6: How Much German Can You Really Learn in 30 Days? â€“ The Polyglot Path
German grammar German -words German Resources Learn German German Language Learning Learn a new
language Learning Italian Teaching Vocabulary Forward Colors in German Poster Ferben Large 20 X 30 by
gracehesterdesigns.

7: Free online German lessons with audio
How to learn German language in 30 days. Dr. Eva Bogard invites you to her "Time to Learn German" Academy. Click
this link ("button") to continue to the free.

8: Learn German 30 Days Pdf Free Download | learn to speak german download
Hi, I'm Michael, After teaching German for more than 15 years I developed a system to teach smarterGerman and to
learn German fast. Initially I worked at a German language school where I taught groups, couples and gave private
lessons.

9: Can you learn a language in 10 days, 30 days or 90 days?
Berlitz German in 30 Days is designed to provide a sound basic knowledge of everyday language in a very short time.
The package includes a page illustrated course book and one 60 minute audio CD of the dialogs.
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